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Introduction
By Alice Kim
“Greetings, these words travel to you over great distance time and space for
I write to you all live from planet Stateville, a dark place physically made to
mentally break men by oppressing their bodies and shackling their minds to a
sinking depth of hopelessness.” This is how one of my students aptly described
where he is currently incarcerated.
“A Seattle like downpour of dust blankets the floor as if it’s helping to fight off the
chills,” another student wrote. “The chipped paint off the cell walls speak in slang.
The air is shit scented and heavy with burdens of change.”
Last fall, I had the opportunity to teach a class entitled Freedom Dreams at
Stateville Prison through the Prison + Neighborhood Arts Project, a collective that
connects teaching artists and scholars with prisoners through classes, workshops
and guest lectures. My students were among 1,648 men held captive, securely
hidden away from the general public by a 33-foot wall with guard towers. Sitting
on 2,264 acres of land, thirty-eight miles outside of Chicago, it is a wall that
“breeds despair and stifles love, creativity and imagination,” according to another
student. And yet, despite this, “a person stripped of everything survives.”

is ironic that something so beautiful and otherworldly could be inspired by words
harboring a pained and confined existence on the fringes of society. But as the
great Chicago poet Gwendolyn Brooks wrote: “Art hurts. Art urges voyages, and
it’s easier to stay at home.”
My hope is that the artwork and the writing that inspired it will take you on a
voyage, possibly to previously unknown territories of knowledge and imagination,
where you are invited to grapple with some of the complexities, contradictions and
difficulties of how we live, who we are, how we evolve and grow, and ultimately,
how we can transform ourselves and the world.
A dear friend who is also a teacher says that “Education, at its best, is an
enterprise that helps human beings reach the full measure of their humanity.”
Teaching a course about “Freedom Dreams” inside a prison, then extending the
reach of the class through the arts – and this chapbook – is an attempt at bringing
all of us one step closer to our humanity.

For fourteen weeks, every Friday, I spent two and half hours in a classroom
with twelve students, proud African American men ranging in age from twentysomething to fifty-something who industriously tackled their weekly reading and
writing assignments, thoughtfully contemplated what freedom looks and feels
like, and passionately debated the meaning of freedom in perhaps one of the
most unfree places on the planet, a maximum security prison for men. We read
James Baldwin, Ta-nehisi Coates, Grace Lee Boggs, Robin D.G. Kelley, Marjane
Satrapi, Barbara Ransby, Martin Espada, and Angela Davis among others; we
examined themes of freedom in the art of Ai Wei Wei and music of Nina Simone;
and we interrogated our own notions of freedom.
In these pages you will find writings authored by the students in this class
alongside original artwork created by Chicago-area artists in response to their
writings. Both the writing and the art were featured in an exhibition, “Freedom
Dreams in an Age of Mass Incarceration,” from April to October 2016 at the Pop
Up Just Art gallery, a project of the Social Justice Initiative at the University of
Illinois at Chicago. Pairing visual artists with the work of incarcerated writers
was a small scale experiment in building solidarity and diminishing the barriers
between artists on the outside and inside. The artwork created was exquisite. It
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The Grass Is Always Greener
By Ricky Patterson
They say the grass is always greener. But what if you don’t have no grass and
the path is worn to dirt? What if every time you move, it hurts. Hands so dirty
they should be shovels from putting in work.
From the murk and grime of disenfranchised ghettoes, I look toward the blue
skies – tickled by skyscrapers. My brown feet in black boots are shackled to the
pavement. Will I ever be elevated? Or will I die at the bottom of the crater, I ask
the creator.
Looking up with dreamer’s eyes toward the sky where the penthouses lie. The
way the sun glistens off the windows it seems as if they wink, mocking me.
Shockingly. I step back. The shackle on my ankle bites back. Chocolate hulk
within me snaps. Grabs my pellet gun in an attempt to blast back. He points
skyward at the oligarchs.

Cairá Lee Conner
Blades and Bars
Paint on canvas
20 x 24 inches
Inspired by Ricky Patterson’s prose poem
“The Grass Is Always Greener”

But before he could clap, two bullets that entered my back rip my chest apart.
Now at twelve years old I lay dead in the park, a victim of a drive-by shooting.
Two cops in a marked car did the looting, constituted by a constitution that says
they can legally murder me for selling loosies.
So before the crowd could gather they dumped a pack of cigarettes on me and
replaced my pellet gun with one of the cop’s Tasers. My family grew suspicious
so three days later, I was found hanging in a cell in Texas with a nexus of a
suicide note that read…I denounce iced tea and Skittles. Bury me in my hoodie.
Leave me bloody on the pavement for four hours because I’m just a worthless
corpse – of course unless Ferguson is burning. The youth are learning tactics
live from Palestine as stones rain from the sky – to cripple you.
But riddle me with ninety shots, sodomize me with a plunger at your local precinct,
tie a washing machine motor around my neck, toss me in the Mississippi River
and watch me sink.
Give me a long drink. Let me think.
The grass is always greener.
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On a Quest
By Rodney Clemons
My earliest and most detailed memory of kindergarten is being consumed with the
fear of not only being dropped off in a strange environment but being around strange
people as well. I can vividly remember crying and telling my mother that I did not
want to go. Having never been away from home or around anyone other than my
parents or immediate family, I was terrified! Imagine a child being taught for all of his
or her young life never to talk to strangers, then being suddenly thrown into a mix of
complete strangers.
I have no memory of what I did in kindergarten as far as classwork or even how I got
along with other students. Maybe the shock and trauma I suffered eclipsed every
other detail because that is all I remember.
Throughout my elementary school years (kindergarten through eighth grade), I
missed a lot of time in school because my family was in a transitional period. My
mother felt like since we would be moving from the Cabrini Green projects soon,
there was no need for me to go to that school. I cannot say what her logic for this
was at that time, but she couldn’t possibly have known how that would affect my
educational development.
By the time we moved and I was enrolled in another school, instead of being tested,
I was simply thrown into the class for my age group. This is the first example of
how unconcerned educators in the public school system are, especially in African
American schools. The proper way to handle a case like mine was to test me to see
how far along I was in my educational development, then place me in the proper
classroom. For instance, due to having missed at least a year or more of schooling,
instead of being placed in the third grade because of my age, it would have been
more beneficial for me to be placed in the second grade.

Monica Trinidad
“What is your motivation?”
Books, wood, and acrylic on canvas
Dimensions Variable
Inspired by Rodney Clemons essay “On a Quest”
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So, when referring to students who are passed along from grade to grade even
when they should be held back, I use the term functional illiterate. Many illiterate
students who are unable to read and write are passed just based on their ability
to function and comprehend the basic and minimal things to “appear” that they
understand. Most teachers in African American schools don’t spend extra time
working with students on a one-on-one basis, mostly due to the classrooms being
overcrowded, being underpaid, having to deal with children who suffered violence,
abuse and neglect in their homes and neighborhoods, and just simply not wanting
to be there or being there only for the paycheck.
In addition, it is common practice in African American schools for students who excel
in sports to be allowed to graduate from high school to attend college. It would
be difficult for anyone who has not either lived in or interacted in African American
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communities to know or believe that this truth exists. Unfortunately, I am unable to
provide any statistics or percentages, but a couple of years ago, a famous NBA
basketball player from Chicago by the name of Derrick Rose was scrutinized
because it came out that his high school teachers had doctored his grades so that he
would qualify for college. This scandal caused Chicago Public School administrators
to investigate and crack down on students being passed along who had not made
the grade. Is it safe to say that they have eradicated this shameful practice in our
school system? Absolutely not! Having gone through most of my life as a “functional
illiterate” it was not until I came to prison that I began putting forth a sincere effort
to educate myself. This effort was born out of desperation more than anything,
because I understood early on that my best shot at freedom was to learn the law. As
a result, I began to read all the law books I could get my hands on. Equipped with
a law dictionary, I turned off my television and dug in deep. Reading law books and
the dictionary helped me excel in other areas as well.
I began to read books like “The Mis-Education of the Negro” by Carter G. Woodson,
“The Destruction of Black Civilization” by Chancellor Williams, “The Isis Papers” by
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing, and the Holy Bible. All of these materials helped me
gain a better understanding of who I am and my purpose on this earth.
It is not over. I am still on a quest and constantly growing and evolving, and my main
motivation is not only to become a free man again but also to be better than when I
left society. That’s my motivation.
If you are one who embraces change, whether it is to change personal aspects of
your life, or social ills that continue to plague society…what is your motivation?
In closing, I’d like to say that if the public school systems put more time and resources
into improving this system, we may not find so many poor, uneducated black men
and women in prisons. We’re already playing “catch up” from the outset because I
can recall a time (can’t remember the year) when white students had computers in
their schools but black students did not. They have always had the first of the best
of everything offered to students and we get the “hand-me-downs” from books to
computers to teachers who rarely care if their students fail or succeed.
I identify with Ta-Nehisi Coates’s words: “I have spent much of my studies searching
for the right questions by which I might fully understand the breach between the
world and me.” For years, I did not know my place in this world, or even if there was
a place for me. The breach between the world and me definitely is not prison. I’ve
learned that the breach between the world and me has always been my inability to
accept life on life’s terms and to deal with situations intelligently. I now understand
that when faced with multiple decisions to make, if I had ten, I’d be lucky to get
five out of ten correct. However, if I continue my pursuit to gain more knowledge
and understanding of the breach between the world and me, it might increase my
chances of at least getting nine out of ten decisions right.
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The Wall
By Markus Buchanan
I shout thunder and rain, truth behind a
concrete demise as high as the sky.
But no one hears me because these walls
withhold my cry.
My reflection in the mirror reminds me of all
my years these walls have stole.
I see scars of inadequate diet and care,
walking dead before I am old.
These walls never speak, but sorrow does echo,
while paint chips reveal the tears.
There’s a place where I rest, that’s easily
accessed, to break away my regrets and my fears.
Lonely and misguided are those who dwell here,
rebellious, combative, untamed.
Unable to hold your child or hug your family
you’d also show pain.
These walls withhold the system’s crime to murder
me cheaply with time.
Poison water and soy, served daily destroys,
my body slows by design.
This is injustice, but you can’t bear witness,
these walls have no windows or tales.
Expensive phone communication, and no pictures are
taken, truth is only what time here tells.
Victoria Martinez
These Walls Never Speak
Sand paper, thread, yarn, and clothespins collage
10.6 x 12 inches
Inspired by Markus Buchanan’s poem “The Wall”
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These walls were crafted by constructive
hands with intentions to contain my life.
Silently war has been waged that’s weakened my
body and blinds me from sight.
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Uncivilized
By Markus Buchanan
Cloaked by silence my mind signals a
neurological alarm of extreme danger threatening
physical mass destruction.
My heart is under attack by the unseen. My
arteries being choked by low-density lipoprotein (LDL).
For profits Wexford doctors wouldn’t diagnose me
despite available medical means.
With a presence dangerously distant, words escape
me for loneliness accompanies me, misery is
laughing at me, and death is knocking at the
door. I am moribund, young, hopeless
and removed.
My health has declined within a system which
inflicts conviction through positions in solitary
conditions with no intentions of a prompt rescue.
My sentence represents my demise. A lost soul
out of sight out of mind. Disgraced like waste,
displaced and misplaced in a department uncivilized.
Here I lay alone in a cell body broken and confined. The
years have been full of symbols and signs. If they can
get away with killing Trayvon, Eric, Mike, and Laquan
on the outside then surely I’m next in line. Outside lies
have faded with time and now so too did my
life line. This is new and improved lynching of
a modern day kind.
Drowning in the cesspool of my thoughts I
gasp on the truth of pain. Mental convictions
console, therefore, my pain is not in vain.
The feeling obtained…the alarming chest pains…
the warning where injury is named. Facing fear
of what lurks in the dark like Trayvon, will
they also remember my name?
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Picture the outward aspect of appearance broken
and stained by tears. Regardless the matter
take heed for it is important to acknowledge
the fear…of dying alone...here.
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Your Name Here
By Eric Blackmon
Insert your name here.
Think about where you live.
Now imagine that you live in the most disparaging, degrading area of your city,
town or community.
Now think about your schooling and what you’ve learned over the years.
Picture life without an adequate education or the ability to barely read and write.
Now, think about your job or how you make a living.
Now, take that job away, as well as the ability to get any meaningful work or
wages to provide for you or your family.
That’s the beginning of losing freedom.
Think of the laws, rules and political makeup of your area.
Yet, you’re not considered, valued or represented.
Next, take the most heinous, despicable crime that you could think of.
Now imagine being wrongfully accused of that crime.
Then imagine being tried for the crime by the system that doesn’t value you or
represent you, and having the media publicly crucify you by demonizing and
portraying you as guilty.
Think of the strong support system that you have.
Now take away your most trusted family and friends.
Picture being ultimately convicted of that crime and sentenced to spend the rest
of your life in prison.
Now how would you feel?
How would you react?
How would you live, now that you have been stripped of everything?
That’s how it feels to lose freedom.

Assata’s Daughters
Freedom
Paint on canvas
20 x 24 inches
Inspired by Eric Blackmon’s poem
“Your Name Here”
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How would you feel now that you’ve been locked away from society in inhumane
conditions and dehumanized?
Now does freedom take on a different meaning?
At the moment when you have nothing or no one,
What would you hope for or would you still have hope?
While living this nightmare would you still dare to dream?
Wouldn’t you dream of freedom?
Freedom Dreams.
Sincerely,
Your Name Here
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Life!!!
By William Buck
I want to write about life, my life in particular, but more generally about all
the complexities of life through my eyes! I began my life on April 16, 1982
(birthstone diamond). My dad left almost immediately and my mom died just
a few years later. My childhood was typical of the many homes Black people
live in. I want to stop right there. Since my life is typical of many homes Blacks
come from, were the next things that happened to me already predestined?
Did I really have a chance? And if I did, how did the other things happen in my
life? Why weren’t they joyous? Let me try to answer some of these questions.

Fereshteh Toosi
“Did I have a chance?”
Photographic chemigrams on black and white paper
80 x 64 inches
Inspired by William Buck’s essay “Life!!!”

After my mom died, my baby brother and I were separated from our other
siblings. We were taken to live with my dad’s sister, but my grandmother
came with the police to get us. At that moment my ability to understand life
started. I would describe it as pure chaos. Drugs and violence inside and
outside of the house, and although I was still very young, I was always smart.
I was introspective as a kid, wondering about why things were this way. I
was almost killed several times before my thirteenth birthday. In fact, I was
already in jail at twelve for murder, a result of life from where I was “from.”
Was that predetermined? I wish not. But me taking a murder case for an older
neighborhood guy – to save him – was life, right?
The conundrum about life is that you want the best (supposedly) but get the
worst. As much as I try to think and put it into perspective, the harder it is. It
is said you are totally responsible for your actions, but my experience is not
that. First, if you don’t know any better, it’s hard to do better. For the sake of
argument, some people say you can simply rise above whatever. I personally
tried that, but unfortunately for me, my fate was sealed.
So after the many years of incarceration taking the blame for another person,
when I was released I became a victim of the system in its worst way. I had
self-educated while in Illinois Youth Center-St. Charles and Joliet. I got my
GED, taught myself other skills, allowed myself to develop different morals and
was preparing for a new “life” when that was abruptly snatched from me when I
was nineteen. The system, using my youth record, allowed some very crooked
detectives to frame me for the crime I’ve now spent most of “life” locked in a
cage. But being a constant seeker of the wisdom of life, I keep bettering myself.
So one question I asked at the beginning of this essay was: Did I have a
chance? It is not rhetorical. I see life as something that we all are just doing.
I personally don’t believe my chance of enjoying life was as ideal as I would
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have hoped. Depending on what side of the coin you come from, I believe you
will argue either side. A conundrum!
What I learned is this: No mater how much we want to believe that we have
control, we have very little when it comes to “life.” The few things that we
are able to do with life pales in comparison to the control life has over us! I
started with the odds stacked against me and, more likely than not, I will never
overcome these odds. For all intents and purposes, I’ll lose my “life” here in a
cage. I started in a figurative cage, which now may end in a literal cage. Life!
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Grow Up and Be Somebody
By Kiar Brown
When we say grow up and be somebody, what do we mean? What does this
have to do with education?
See, from my own personal experience with school, it clearly didn’t get me to
where I am in my life, and I don’t mean jail. By the age of sixteen I’d been kicked
out of four schools mostly for tardiness and discipline. I was banned from public
schools in Chicago; alternative schools were my only options. Then by the age
of seventeen, I’d been to two alternative schools; I’ll be the first to admit that they
landed me right back in the hood without a high school diploma.

Mirtes Zwierzynski
It is in your veins,
It is in you,
As you said,
“Knowledge was and is the key to my freedom”
Mixed media collage on canvas
12 x 60 inches
Inspired by Kiar Brown’s essay “Grow Up and Be Somebody”

But when I dialogue with people, my words speak volumes of an educated man
despite my lack of schooling. See, I had a problem with being forced to do things
that I wasn’t willingly ready to do. So the feeling and direction of being forced to
learn made me resistant because it felt like a lot of pressure. Why I didn’t want to
learn is not the proper question to ask because I never disavowed learning. The
question is, why did I feel forced and pressured to learn?
All my life I was told to be smart, be a leader not a follower, don’t be like him, be
somebody. They expected too much from a child. As Ta-Nehesi Coates stated:
“The laws of school were aimed at something distant and vague. What did it
mean to, as our elders told us, ‘grow up and be somebody’? And what precisely
did this have to do with education rendered as rote discipline?”
See, despite me being kicked out of school I was still educated and I did this
through self-education, which is another form of education besides school. The
difference was between what I was taught to learn and what I sought to learn.
It began with curiosity, questions which led me to begin my own journey. I read
books that went into depth on matters and subjects that school only partially
teaches kids. I asked questions that gave more light and understanding, exposed
half-truths, revealed unspoken words and told the other story.
I grew up in Chicago’s notorious Englewood area where the chances for a
Black man to succeed in life and be somebody are slim. My mother taught
me I’m always the head, never the tail and never let the term “product of my
environment” define who I am and what I have to offer. We all have potential, and
there’s no limit as to how far we can go when we know how to utilize those gifts
we have. And that’s something that keeps me driving in life, knowing I’m going
somewhere. It all takes self-discipline, knowledge and time, but it can happen.
School misleads people with this “mandatory” education theory. Education is
always said to bring forth success, but you have individuals in today’s society
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who got their mandatory education or who are very educated, yet they still
struggle for jobs that they’re qualified for. School taught us what they wanted
us to know and what they felt should be known. Just as Coates writes: “If the
streets shackled my right leg, the schools shackled my left.” They gave what
they wanted and not necessarily what we needed. Coates again says, “Fail to
comprehend school and you gave up your body later.” So I’m not the only one
who sees that schools have another agenda.
See, education does have its purpose, which is something to be taught and
something learned. But I believe schools abuse that. Self-education makes up
for the other half of what you didn’t know because you were never taught it. See,
self-education helped me understand the criminal system. I started to read a lot
of criminal practice books, case law and began to dissect and understand, and
it became a passion to learn how to fight the system. Schools should be honest,
but as Coates asked: “Why was I sitting in a classroom? The question was never
answered. I was a curious kid, but schools were not concerned with curiosity.
They were concerned with compliance.”
Coates also said, “I cannot say I truly believed any of them. I sensed schools
were hiding something, drugging us with false morality so that we would not see,
so that we did not ask.” This is why self-education is just as important as school.
Because it completes what’s missing. See, I became a “jail house lawyer” by
studying lots of books and cases, asking questions, confirming what was right
and wrong, and making mistakes to produce growth. Within three years of my
incarceration, I’ve done four petitions and every one has gotten a positive result,
from getting time knocked off sentences to re-trials. I was my 5th project, and I
filed my own pro se petition and am currently back in court with positive results,
not to mention I’m only 24.
My pursuit of knowledge was and is the key to my freedom. I started out
defenseless, lacking understanding, but I knew I wanted to go home. So I had
to learn self-discipline and make sacrifices to achieve this goal, which meant
less lollygagging and more business because this reality was far from a joke. So
I cut back on TV and playing around and got focused on reading, studying and
understanding the law, which got me to the point where I am in my life, and again
I’m not talking about jail.
I don’t encourage kids not to go to school. They should take education on all levels
seriously. But I do say it’s the willingness to learn that helps us be successful,
not just reading and being told what to do. So ask yourself, what does it mean to
grow up and be somebody? Tell yourself, I will be the best person I know I can
be. Remember anybody can be somebody, but knowing your worth and value
is what helps you become the person you know you can be: someone with a
purpose.
22
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Freedom and Education
By P. Hartsfield
The ability to teach yourself – to experience and learn – is freedom at its core.
Uninhibited education, experiences and ideals are what freedom is about.
Educating yourself through diligent reading and study is the best education
you can receive.
Ta-Nehisi Coates stated so clearly in his book, “Between the World and
Me,” that the American education system doesn’t always teach you the truth
regarding history: “Schools do not reveal truths, they concealed them.”

Eve Ewing
Artifacts
Acrylic, book pages, and found objects on
paper
9 x 38 inches
Inspired by P. Hartsfield’s essay
“Freedom and Education”

My experience with the educational system has been similar. I’ve had to
reveal truths to myself through diligent seeking. Christopher Columbus did
not discover America. In fact, America is actually named after another guy,
Amerigo. School is supposed to give you a sense of knowledge and truth
with the ability to apply that knowledge through life; however, that was not my
experience, although I did learn many useful things, like how to write an essay
as eloquently as this to argue against an education system that propelled me
to learn that I had to teach myself. It was my own self-education that truly
helped me navigate life’s course.
At times my self-education looked like an 8-by-10-foot concrete box. At other
times it was the streets of an inner city or the outskirts of a suburb, maybe even
a countryside somewhere way out in the sticks. Lessons were learned through
the eyes of an old woman or through the experiences of an old drug abusive
alcoholic. Through these classrooms I learned to question the status quo, not
to believe what I hear and the grass ain’t always greener. Seek, find out for
yourself, don’t allow someone else’s ideals to become yours. How did they
come to that conclusion and why? Form your own opinions.
Throughout my life the educational system has been somewhat oppressive,
preferring discipline to teaching with all the “no tolerance” rules, which appear
to be more of a scapegoat not to have to teach whomever the system rejects.
I believe the original goal of education has become lost, and there is now the
goal of almost indoctrinating the youth.
It usually isn’t until about mid-high school through college that most youth begin
to develop their own understanding of self-education and nurture their ideas.
I started at a much younger age. I realized I had to teach myself. My questions
at the young age of five couldn’t be answered through a textbook. I saw the
oppressiveness of the system when I was sent to the office for not taking the
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“standardized” tests as if my thought process was wrong because there was no
box for my ethnicity. I’m not an “other.” Why not try to cultivate these thoughts
into an understanding? Or the time the teacher scolded and degraded me for
not wanting to stand for the pledge of allegiance because I felt that pledge
didn’t represent or respect me. I was made to feel that something was wrong
with me for not conforming. I was too busy forming my own ideals from the
militant poetry of Zack de la Rocha: “Some of those that run forces, are the
same that burn crosses.” And 2Pac: “They’ve got money for wars, but can’t
feed the poor.” And Slapstick: “Dope man, dope man got another big plan to
sell it to you or anyone he can.”
The essence of freedom is our individual minds. I arrived at this conclusion
early in life, though didn’t fully realize the organic utilization of it until I was
older. The freedom to think, to have ideals, to look beyond what you’re told to
find out the truth yourself so as to form your own opinions on life.
Dr. King had those ideals with his “dream” and his “letter from Birmingham.”
Robin Kelley spoke of them in his book “Freedom Dreams,” when he referred
to the utopian society with no judgment “since the design of such a space ought
to be the product of a collective imagination shaped and reshaped by the very
process of turning rubble and memory into the seeds of a new society.” TaNehisi Coates felt it when he said he reached “the Mecca,” which he described
as “a machine crafted to capture and concentrate the dark energy of all African
peoples and inject into the student bodies.” Paulo Freire understood it perfectly
in “The Pedagogy of the Oppressed” – pedagogy meaning the art of teaching,
the oppressed being those without freedoms.
If we don’t fully understand and cultivate the relationship between education
and freedom, then we suppress the exact thing our brain was meant to do.
The center of thought, meant to produce curiosity, ideals and question things
through the intake of your senses, utilizing imagination and creating, as well as
materializing those thoughts into reality. Curiosity is the first sign of intelligence,
the essence of humanity, this is what helps separate us from other species,
the ability to learn, think and communicate those thoughts. If we are not free
in at least our thoughts, then how can we ever think to be free in the physical
realm? If we don’t have systems in place to cultivate that then I feel that’s a
major inhibitor of our freedom! Why do you think dictatorial societies don’t
allow those whom they rule over to learn, read and think freely? If you control
their thoughts, you control their mind. If you control their mind, you control their
body, and you control them. So be sure to think freely. Educate yourself and
you will be that much closer to complete uninhibited freedom!!
26
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Seedless Fruit: The Cost of Stolen Freedom
By Demetrius Cunningham
Freedom is a seven-letter word that has millions, maybe even billions, of
different categorical definitions – a word that is socially compartmentalized in
cultures all over the world. To Palestinian people who lack a state, the Syrian
refugees and rebels, Africans on the Ivory Coast, women in the Middle East,
Latino immigrants, North Korean people, Black men, women and children, and
all oppressed people across the globe, freedom is often held captive to the
urgency of the moment.
In a moment of extreme wrongful conviction, Freedom confronted me and
told me that our relationship is supposed to go beyond being released from
prison. Freedom told me that we have a destiny together. Freedom met me
in the midnight hour of my dreams – the place where many of those who
are incarcerated go to escape the brutal and inhumane conditions of prison.
It is where many prisoners shape, mold and construct their true unfiltered
aspirations.
In my dream, Freedom showed me a huge tree with miniature fruit delicately
hanging as if they could fall to the ground at the slightest gust of wind. The
trunk and limbs of the tree were cracked and frail. Its soil was dry, rocky, and
covered with strange weeds and rotten fruit. As I walked closer I felt a growing
connection to the tree, as if it were a part of me.
I asked Freedom, “Where did this tree come from and how did it get like this?”
Freedom told me, “I’ll show you. Come with me.”
Freedom took me to the continent of Africa where there were gigantic trees
as far as the eye could see planted in plush green pastures. The trees were
healthy and majestic with bright, glistening fruit on their branches. Suddenly,
big white sickles came out of the sky, cut the trees down and loaded them on
wooden, wind-driven torture vessels. At precisely that moment I noticed that
Freedom was beginning to slowly fade away.
Krista Franklin
Seedless Fruit
Collage on paper
19 x 25 inches
Inspired by Demetrius Cunningham’s essay
“Seedless Fruit: The Cost of Stolen Freedom”
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We then traveled alongside the vessels throughout Europe, the trans-Atlantic
and eventually we stopped in America. We hastily moved through years,
decades and centuries – from slavery, segregation and Jim Crow to the New
Jim Crow and the Prison Industrial Complex and from Black-on-Black violence
to the current senseless murders of Black people at the hands of White cops.
During our time-travels, I saw Freedom and the tree simultaneously deteriorate
then grow back as heroes like Sojourner Truth, Ella Baker, Harriet Tubman,
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Frederick Douglass, Martin Luther King Jr., Angela Davis, and so many more
revered and restored representatives of freedom.
I looked over. Freedom was crying, holding the rotten fruit that had fallen from
the tree. Freedom showed me that the fruit was seedless and told me that
this tree symbolized the generations of Africans and African Americans who
were involuntarily uprooted and planted in the dry, rocky soil of systematic
oppression. If we don’t stand up and fight for the lives of our children, Freedom
said, the tree would continue to produce seedless fruit.
Freedom left me that night and I woke up with a burning passion and desire
to use the vehicle of music and writing to join the current freedom movement.
This process has been years in the making. As a Black man in America, I have
always known that the fight for freedom is instilled in my DNA. But it wasn’t
until now that I have engaged and awakened my radical ideologies of freedom.
Freedom is not just being physically, mentally and spiritually free. Freedom
is all of these things with the ability to dissect social and political oppression.
Expose the systems that oppress to free yourself, your community, and the
world from them. I’m going to end with these questions: Who are you? Who
are your people? What does freedom mean to you?
Fruit Without the Seeds: A Song
Verse 1
Where are my tears? My precious		
children. In one moment,			
from my eyes stolen.				
Now I’m drowning. Crimson
stained streets. How can this be?
Fruit without the seeds.

Bridge
Oh how I long to see
my people free. Eternal
healthy trees, reaching
maturity. Producing fruit
with. Fruit with the seeds.

Prison-slavery, killing
hopes and dreams. Plucking
human beings, from infected
trees. Fruit without the seeds.
Verse 2
Why did they have to die?
Hands were raised to the
sky. But the bullets still
flied.
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Letter to the First Lady
By Gerald Reed
The first lady that I ever set eyes on is my beloved mother, the one who carried
me for nine months in her small body and has held me my whole life: Miss
Armanda Shackelford. She’s only five feet two inches in stature with a voice
like a six-foot giant. She walks the earth challenging injustice at every level.
I’ve watched her battle the bullies of corruption in Chicago’s judicial system.
The First Lady stood up against the torture commission machine, the political
monster of the Windy City. She tangles with the people who set the law of the
land and wins them over.
I see where I get my toughness. You would think my toughness came from my
father’s genes, but my mother is as strong as any man who walks this earth. I
love my mommy because it seems a pair of her shoes won’t last too long. Most
people bust open the sides of their shoes, but she wears the heels and soles
out due to the miles she’s walked for her child and others’ freedom.
Her hands are as tough as her heart because of all the doors she’s knocked
on and all the stones she’s turned over. And they are still as beautiful as the
smile she wears. That same smile stills my heart every time I see her on TV
protesting injustice and sitting in the front row at court.
I never thought a woman so small could have such an impact on those she
comes into contact with along her journey to free her people from the judicial
system. But that shows how God uses people for His purpose. History has
shown how women have molded this world through their dedication. From
Mary, Jesus’s mother, to Rosa Parks and Doctor Barrow, just to name a few
who led by example. Mama, your action stands above all the rest for me.

Dorothy Burge
A Mother’s Love
Appliquéd cotton fabrics
45 x 45 inches
Inspired by Gerald Reed’s essay “Letter to the First Lady”
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Back on June 13, 2013, the Illinois Torture Inquiry Commission listened to your
allegations of misconduct by Chicago Police Department officers, how they
beat your son up. They voted unanimously 8-0 that there was overwhelming
evidence that Gerald Reed had been tortured. Afterward, the media interviewed
mothers who sound the trumpets for the survivors of police misconduct.
Armanda Shackelford spoke so emotionally; her words spoke volumes about
motherly love for justice throughout the state of Illinois.
Mama, it’s hard waking up in this prison cell away from you. I allow your voice
to inspire. There are demons trying to destroy my life, entering the cells to steal
men’s good spirits with suicide, fights and depression.
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I can never repay all that you’ve done through the years. Today, you ride
around in your wheelchair in pain and suffering. You’re still out there in the
cold rain and snow proving a point that no matter what it takes, you’ll tear
down the injustices that have taken over your city of Chicago. If it weren’t for
my mommy, Armanda Shackelford Reed, I don’t know where I’d be. She has
stood at City Hall demanding funding for the Torture Commission. She’s walked
every political sidewalk demanding that taxpayers’ voices be heard. She even
campaigned to President Barack Obama that torture is real in Chicago, and
something needs to be done.
Most of the guys inside don’t have family members like her. Her passion is to
speak on behalf of the voiceless. She’s known as the mother of justice. I’m
proud of this young lady. She inspires other mothers to pick up their torch to
march, rally and speak out.
Torture had its moments for dialogue. Now it’s time to stop torture and murder
by Chicago police officers. Every year someone is released from this torture
scam. Then it becomes breaking news while the taxpayers have to foot the bill
as though they were the people involved with the torture, the cover-up or the
conviction and sentencing.
I am a survivor, not a victim. In 1990 there wasn’t any footage of what took
place when the police were doing their wrong to me and others like me,
compared to what you all have at your fingertips today. I ask you all to continue
to photograph what the police are doing to citizens, especially youth. It’s a
shame. Our youth are being killed like monsters or wild animals.
If torture would have been handled properly with disciplinary action, it would
have upheld being tough on crime, but that saying applies only to Black folks
who are so-called committing crime, not the police.
Every day I wake up in suffering from the deliberate pain caused by the torture
I endured twenty-five years ago, when the officers who beat me broke a steel
rod in my leg from an old injury. I have to live with this, and since 2008 I’ve had
to walk around on crutches.
As I await my day in court for the judge to acknowledge all that was kept away
from me in my first court proceedings. The facts of torture by Chicago’s socalled finest have gone far – all the way to the United Nations. And the only
person who has been disciplined and charged is Jon Burge. But the torture
didn’t start with him, and it sure hasn’t ended with him.
Please dialogue with your friends and family about what went wrong and what
needs to be done. Save our children. Change comes with togetherness.
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Freedom
By Derrick “Ricky” Echols
I just recently turned 36 years old. I don’t feel my age, maybe because I take
good care of my health, although I lost my right leg at 17 years old. I’m a grown
man now. I have a beard and everything, and I’m 5 feet 9 inches tall. No kids
though.
The family isn’t the same anymore. Family isn’t family these days. It’s different.
Nowadays, its like blood makes you relative, but loyalty makes you family.
It’s been 15 (almost) years that I’ve been incarcerated. Some of the family
turned their backs on me (most of them) but for the most part I’m blessed.
I’m fighting to go home though. I’m too embarrassed to tell you the charges
and my sentence. But life doesn’t always turn out the way we want it to.
To me freedom is a lot of things. Freedom is defined totally differently for me
because I’m currently incarcerated. So physically my freedom was taken away
like a slave on the coast of Sierra Leone.
I was plucked off the city streets and placed into a prison cell. So my freedom
looks like an 8-by-12-foot cell and smells like the scent of hundreds of other
men alongside me because they’re mingled in with me due to the fact that
none of us hold our own identity. One and the same is this white man’s game.
My freedom looks like it’s bleak, gray and white. Everything is so close that
my eyes have developed to become nearsighted. I don’t know the feeling
of a woman on my bed sheets. I’m being deprived of that. However, it’s her
presence that I crave because nothing can replace her touch.
My freedom looks like the hole of a doughnut. Nothing is really there because
I can’t have the luxury of opening my refrigerator. The taste of good food I am
unfamiliar with…and Lord knows I have to eat.

Sherwin Ovid
Trapped Inside Imagination Tickling at My Face
Wood, latex, resin, holographic film, acrylic on canvas
Dimensions Variable
Inspired by Derrick “Ricky” Echols’ essay “Freedom”
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Droppin’ Science
By Abdul Malik Muhammad

Damon Locks
Moving Forward
Risograph and Xerox
33 x 34 inches
Inspired by Abdul Malik Muhammad’s poem
“Droppin’ Science”

When these people emerge from their caves,
Destiny’s fast days were paved on the back of the slaves
These children today are lost in the waves
Lost in their ways
Caught up in the craze
Underestimating the cost of the blaze
No form of reparations were made
Acting as if they like us
While killing our activists
Hoping that we’ll just be entertainers
Denying us school and medical attention
Our spirits trying to break us
And we are losing our image
Living under layers of makeup
When will the sleepers wake up
And master their dreams?
On the east side of Chicago
All you heard were the blasts and the screams
The church is still burning
And I feel like the deacon
Praying that our leaders will look
At some of the tattoos and read them
Even if there’s no comprehension
The mere interest will lift their spirits
And encourage others to join a class
While surviving time in prison
Trapped in this ungodly system
Freedom for me is about bringing home
All the lost souls that’s imprisoned.
“I grew up on the far East side of Chicago, one of the poorest sections of
Chicago. So everyone grew up dropping something, so the next one could
pick it up. I grew up as a man-child without a promised land, so those who
drop some science really were the ones who had life all figured out. Learning
is an act of doing and applying and it’s easier to attain new knowledge to fix a
problem than to rely on radical ideas to solve them.” Malik
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Allow Me To Reintroduce Myself
By Dustin Sherwood Clay
The floor-to-ceiling window to the prison captures the words bye-bye within
its borders with autofocus. Unlike a small child waving bye, smiling wildly at
the close of an episode of “Teletubbies,” these goodbyes are psychological as
well as spiritual and emotional. There’s no preparation to deal with the words,
“Daddy, you weren’t there for me,” even when that incarcerated father charged
his own daddy with that same violation. To be on the receiving end of those
words is to say bye-bye to big egos. You’re rendered small in the quickest
way possible. So quick iron curtain defenses are activated in the few who
can’t handle humility loading artillery set to destroy the wounded child throwing
rocks at a tank.
We eventually say bye-bye to our old selves no
matter how big and bad the world said we were
because of all the things we cant’ say hello to.

The new Amistad sails smoothly on
the waters of justice carrying a
packed cargo of vintage Jim Crow.

The knowledge seeker is glory seeking.
And my name is how I did end up here.

Aaron Hughes
Illustrations for Dustin Sherwood Clay
Linoleum block handprinted on mulberry paper
22 x 33 inches each
Inspired by Dustin Sherwood Clay’s essay
“Allow Me To Reintroduce Myself”
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This same prison window shows men saying goodbye to intimacy. The fear
of their significant other being intimate with someone else is the main subject
of every conversation with that significant other or injected in subtext in their
every conversation viewed as plainly as marine life in the clearest blue waters
of the Caribbean. Saying goodbye to physical intimacy challenges the spirit of
a dating relationship when American dating has come to rely on that specific
confirmation to sing the Mariah Carey song, “We Belong Together.” When off
key, the present feeling insignificant other is pitched toward discouragement
and honor pillaging. The song in heavy rotation is Maxwell’s “A Woman’s Worth.”
The definition of helpmate becomes unabridged and yet clearly defined. For
the Bible says, “whoso findeth a wife findeth a good thing.” (Proverbs 18:22).
The Alicia Keys song “Unthinkable” also holds true when you see men come
face to face with lies crashing into one another like a black ice highway pileup.
Nobody teaches boys their responsibilities in love. More often than not, boys
are told not to fall in love and don’t get serious with anyone, just be young.
It’s never realized just how young minded they will stay. The disconnect must
be affixed to all girls who are taught to wait and to make sure they’re in love
before, during and after. These areas of bye-byes are the hardest.
Incarcerated men run to their radios and headphones and blast music as if
trying to drown out these rippling thoughts of bye-bye. Soul music counsels
them like a close friend. Even if that close friend is hip-hop and counsels them
in the direction of misogyny and self-destruction, their loyalty to this friend is
undeniable. 2Pac is a superhero. Marvin Gaye is Jesus’s unnumbered apostle.
The rhythm is a rebel and the rebel tells Simon what to say and the appropriate
time to say it.
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In the heart of every man in prison are his kids and his woman. We say I love
you to our kids more than our parents said it to us. Those words need to be
spoken back to us with equal amount of meaning. We watch our beards turn
gray in mirrors that can’t reflect everything we’re used to seeing. We used to
see the steering wheel in our hands and our block framed by our ride’s front
windshield. Music had to be loud enough to disrupt the rear view mirror’s train
of thought when telling us everything we just left behind. Now what’s behind
us takes up a good amount of our free time. The hours of reflection are spent
confirming the hand of Jesus over our lives, the miseducation of role models
and how repetitive the same mistakes make themselves. Our own mistakes
get scapegoated. We eventually say bye-bye to our old selves no matter how
big and bad the world said we were because of all the things we can’t say hello
to. We are new creatures seeking redemption in a sinful world that says crime
pays. Taxes pay to house criminals who turned criminal when they stopped
going to schools that tax dollars can no longer pay for even with Chicago’s tax
increase on bullets. Who was thoughtful enough to arm us with targets on our
minds? We are educated in who cares for us and this time tests everybody’s
level of caring. Holiday phone calls home to a house full of relatives is a
reminder of how much you miss them, then they forget that they are missed.
Every night we say good night to an unforgivable mattress and wake up
saying good morning to forgiveness and joint aches and chronic worry over
relief request in post-conviction appeals. Inmates say how do you do to
legal terminology that requires understanding from law professors. With no
such tutelage offered inmates say how do you do to understanding through
frivolous and patently without merit denials with no consideration for learning
disabilities, level of education and the strength of the legal issue raised. The
new Amistad sails smoothly on the waters of justice carrying a tightly packed
cargo of vintage Jim Crow.
Inmates say how do you do to final respects to close loved ones in spirit.
The news of their passing comes late or with so much red tape; eulogies are
needed to put to rest resurrected anger. Anger’s first cousin is self-hatred. He
names other inmates “stupid f--ks.” The uninformed is “dumb ass.” The easily
intimidated is “P.C.” The unskilled is “every man.” The battle tested is “O.G.”
The conman is “shyster.” The shy is “homo.” The outspoken is “watched.” The
chiefs is “f—k you,” his soldiers “ass f—ked.” The religious is “much prayer.”
The knowledge seeker is “glory seeking.” And my name is “how did I end up
here?”
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